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Abstract

ROMM is a class of Randomized, Oblivious, Multi{phase,

Minimal routing algorithms. ROMM routing o�ers a poten-

tial for improved performance compared to both fully ran-

domized algorithms and deterministic oblivious algorithms,

under both light and heavy loads. ROMM routing also of-

fers close to best case performance for many common routing

problems. In previous work, these claims were supported by

extensive simulations on binary cube networks [30, 31]. Here

we present analytical and empirical results for ROMM rout-

ing on wormhole routed mesh and torus networks. Our sim-

ulations show that ROMM algorithms can perform several

representative routing tasks 1.5 to 3 times faster than fully

randomized algorithms, for medium{sized networks. Fur-

thermore, ROMM algorithms are always competitive with

deterministic, oblivious routing, and in some cases, up to 2

times faster.

1 Introduction

E�cient data motion has been critical in high performance

computing as long as computers have been in existence.

Massively parallel computers use a sparse interconnection

network between processing nodes with local memories.

Minimizing the potential for high congestion of communi-

cation links is an important goal in the design of routing

algorithms and networks. Moreover, the packaging technol-

ogy introduces constraints on the data motion bandwidth at

module boundaries, such as chips and boards.

These constraints suggest that preserving locality of ref-

erence with careful data allocation and minimizing network

load by using minimal algorithms are desirable objectives.

However, it is important to note that minimal algorithms

and locality preserving data mappings do not always guar-

antee the best routing times. In fact, for certain problems,

non{minimal routing algorithms and data allocations which

do not preserve locality can utilize more of the available

network bandwidth and cause less communication link con-

gestion, without the corresponding increase in demand for

network bandwidth.

In this paper, we report on a class of minimal algo-

rithms designed to keep the risk of severe congestion low

for arbitrary routing patterns, yet to behave like optimal

algorithms for some important representative routing pat-

terns. ROMM (Randomized, Oblivious, Multi{phase, Min-

imal) routing was �rst presented in [30, 31]. In the ear-

lier work, we examined the behavior of ROMM algorithms

on n{dimensional binary cube networks using store{and{

forward routing [44]. In this work, we study the behavior

of ROMM algorithms on mesh and torus networks using

wormhole routing [10].

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses

related work. Section 3 provides basic de�nitions and ter-

minology. Section 4 presents ROMM routing for mesh and

torus networks. Section 5 analyzes the behavior of ROMM

routing for some representative problems. Section 6 pro-

vides simulation results which show that ROMM routing,

for these representative problems, performs better than fully

randomized routing and close to best case routing.

2 Related Work

Message routing algorithms can be classi�ed as oblivious,

adaptive, or customized. In oblivious algorithms, the paths

taken by messages depend only on the source and destina-

tion of the messages. In adaptive algorithms, the path taken

is inuenced by other messages, usually in an attempt to

minimize the total routing time. In customized algorithms,

message routing is based on a global knowledge of the prob-

lem. In a randomized algorithm, the path selection, the

scheduling of messages, or both, use randomization. In a

deterministic algorithm, randomization is not used. A rout-

ing algorithm is minimal if all messages follow shortest paths

from source to destination. A good survey of message rout-

ing algorithms is provided in [25].

Any viable routing algorithm must ensure freedom from

deadlock and livelock. The minimum bu�er capacity in the

nodes and the bu�er management required to achieve these

properties depend on whether wormhole [10], virtual cut{

through [22], or store{and{forward [44] routing is used. The

requirements for store{and{forward and virtual cut{through

routing have been studied extensively [6, 7, 16, 29]. For

concurrent use of all channels of a node, wormhole routing

requires a bu�er for each virtual channel, which is a more

stringent requirement than what is required for virtual cut{

through and store{and{forward routing. For these routing

techniques deadlock and livelock can be guaranteed even if

bu�ers are shared between channels. The atomic unit being

routed is however typically considerably smaller in worm-

hole routing than in the other two techniques, and the total



bu�er space required for deadlock and livelock freedom is

in most cases signi�cantly less than for the other two tech-

niques. Hence, a great deal of e�ort has been devoted in

recent years to develop both analytical models as well as ef-

�cient implementations of wormhole routing. For instance,

wormhole technology, designed originally for massively par-

allel computers, is currently also being applied to high{speed

local area networks [3]. A survey of wormhole routing can

be found in [33].

The Caltech Mosaic [42], CMU iWarp [5], Cray T3D [35],

Intel Paragon, MIT Alewife [2], MIT J{Machine [34], and

Stanford DASH [27] all use deterministic, oblivious routing.

Such routing is relatively easy to implement and usually

performs well, though performance may decay rapidly under

heavy load. Also, these algorithms have poor worst case

behavior

1

. For any N{node, degree d network, there exist

permutations for which any deterministic, oblivious routing

strategy requires time 
(

p

N=d) [21].

Valiant and Brebner proposed two{phase randomized

routing in which a random node is used as an intermedi-

ate destination [48, 49]. The algorithm can route any per-

mutation on the n{dimensional binary cube in O(n) steps

with high probability. Tsantilas showed that the constant

factor is approximately two [47]. The disadvantages of the

algorithm are that all data locality is lost and bu�ers of size

O(n) are required in each node. Data locality is of par-

ticular interest in inhomogeneous networks. For instance,

non{uniform channel widths may be introduced by packag-

ing constraints. Variants which use �xed size bu�ers have

been proposed [28]. In the Connection Machine CM{5 [45],

randomization is employed in the �rst routing phase in the

fat{tree network [26]. An improvement of the routing time

by approximately a factor of two can be achieved by ran-

domizing the allocation of the address space, as suggested

by Ranade et al. [39, 40]. This approach is being imple-

mented by Abolhassan et al. [1]. Fixed size bu�ers su�ce,

but data locality is still lost. Randomized allocation is an

option for some gather/scatter related operations on Con-

nection Machine systems [46].

Minimal and non{minimal deterministic, adaptive, rout-

ing algorithms, have been proposed by many researchers

[9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 23, 32, 38, 37]. A survey of adaptive

routing for binary cubes can be found in [13]. Determin-

istic, adaptive routing is used on the Connection Machine

models CM{1, CM{2, and CM{200 [17]. The Chaos router

[24] is a randomized, adaptive router, which allows messages

to follow random shortest paths from source to destination,

but misroutes messages when congestion occurs. A chip im-

plementation of the Chaos router has been made [4]. How-

ever, questions about the e�ectiveness of adaptive routing,

in general, have been raised [36].

Customized algorithms exist for many routing prob-

lems, such as frequently occurring permutations and

gather/scatter operations, on a variety of networks. Ad-

vanced compilers may detect instances of these problems

and generate the appropriate machine code, or call func-

tions in a library such as the Connection Machine Scienti�c

Software Library [46].

Unlike all of the routing algorithms described above,

ROMM routing is randomized, oblivious, and minimal. Fur-

thermore, ROMM routing is suitable for store{and{forward,

virtual cut{through, and wormhole routed networks, unlike

1

For example, dimension{order routing performs poorly when

routing transpose permutations on 2{dimensional meshes.
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Figure 1: High{level architecture of a network interface for

a generic processor node in an n{dimensional network. Ex-

cept for the links to and from the processor node's local

memory, each bu�er is associated with a link in one of the

n dimensions, in an upward or downward direction.

some of the adaptive techniques described above, which are

not applicable to wormhole networks. In this paper, we ex-

amine ROMM routing on wormhole routed mesh and torus

networks.

3 Preliminaries

Massively parallel computers are constructed from proces-

sor nodes linked together by an interconnection network. A

processor node consists of three major elements: a process-

ing element, a local memory, and a network interface. An

interconnection network is a graph in which the vertices are

the processor nodes and the edges are the communication

links

2

. Figure 1 shows the main features of the network

interface for a generic processor node.

Processor nodes communicate with each other by send-

ing messages. The atomic unit being communicated in

wormhole routing is a it (ow control digits). Messages

are divided into its, with the its from a message (the

\worm") possibly spread out across multiple nodes during

routing. But only the header it contains routing informa-

tion. Hence, all its from the same message must follow

the same path, and its from di�erent messages cannot be

interleaved. In order to avoid excessively long worms, mes-

sages may be divided into packets, which in turn are divided

into its. Each packet forms a worm, with di�erent worms

possibly following di�erent routing paths.

De�nition 1 (n-dimensional Mesh Network) This

network is de�ned by a set of extents, K

0

;K

1

; : : : ;K

n�1

and

has N = K

0

� K

1

� : : :� K

n�1

nodes. Nodes are labeled

by n{tuples, with values corresponding to the node's o�set

in each dimension with respect to node (0; 0; : : : ; 0). Node

X = (x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; x

n�1

) is a valid node if 0 � x

i

< K

i

, for

0 � i < n. In dimension i, 0 � i < n, the connectivity for

2

Throughout this paper, we will use the terms link and edge

interchangeably.



(0,2,0) (1,2,0) (2,2,0) (3,2,0)

(0,1,0) (1,1,0) (2,1,0) (3,1,0)

(0,0,0) (1,0,0) (2,0,0) (3,0,0)

(0,2,1) (1,2,1) (2,2,1) (3,2,1)

(0,1,1) (1,1,1) (2,1,1) (3,1,1)

(0,0,1) (1,0,1) (2,0,1) (3,0,1)

(0,3) (1,3) (2,3) (3,3) (4,3)

(0,2) (1,2) (2,2) (3,2) (4,2)

(0,1) (1,1) (2,1) (3,1) (4,1)

(0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (3,0) (4,0)

Figure 2: A 4�3�2 mesh network and a 4�3 torus network.

node X is:

X !

n

(x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; x

i

+ 1; : : : ; x

n�2

; x

n�1

) if x

i

< K

i

� 1

(x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; x

i

� 1; : : : ; x

n�2

; x

n�1

) if x

i

> 0

De�nition 2 (n-dimensional Torus Network)

This network is identical to the mesh, except for the con-

nectivity. Unlike the mesh, the torus provides wrap{around

links, connecting every node to 2n neighbors. In dimension

i, 0 � i < n, the connectivity for node X is:

X !

n

(x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; (x

i

+ 1) mod K

i

; : : : ; x

n�2

; x

n�1

)

(x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; (x

i

� 1) mod K

i

; : : : ; x

n�2

; x

n�1

)

Figure 2 provides examples of mesh and torus networks.

Note that meshes for which K

i

= 2, for 0 � i < n, are also

known as binary cubes or hypercubes. In a mesh, the dis-

tance (in links) between node X = (x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; x

n�1

) and

Y = (y

0

; y

1

; : : : ; y

n�1

) is

P

n�1

i=0

jy

i

� x

i

j. In a torus, the dis-

tance is

P

n�1

i=0

min (jy

i

� x

i

j;K

i

� jy

i

� x

i

j). Because dis-

tance does not capture many of the characteristics of the

path of a message, we introduce another metric, the routing

set for a message.

De�nition 3 (Routing Set) The routing set for a mes-

sage is an n-tuple of the displacements in each dimension of

a mesh or torus required for a message to reach its destina-

tion. Let R = (R

0

;R

1

; : : : ;R

n�1

) be the routing set for a

message originating at node X = (x

0

; x

1

; : : : ; x

n�1

) destined

for node Y = (y

0

; y

1

; : : : ; y

n�1

). For a mesh, R

i

= (y

i

�x

i

).

For a torus, the computation of R

i

is more complex, due to

the wrap{around links:

R

i

=

(

(y

i

� x

i

) if jy

i

� x

i

j � bK

i

=2c

(y

i

� x

i

�K

i

) if jy

i

� x

i

j > bK

i

=2c and y

i

> x

i

(y

i

� x

i

+K

i

) if jy

i

� x

i

j > bK

i

=2c and y

i

� x

i

The magnitude kRk of a routing set is de�ned as kRk

def

=

P

n�1

i=0

jR

i

j. Note that kRk is also the distance from X to

Y .

The cardinality jRj of a routing set is de�ned as the

number of dimensions for which jR

i

j 6= 0, 0 � i < n.

The most well{known deterministic, oblivious routing

algorithm is dimension{order routing (DimOrder). In

DimOrder routing messages are moved from source to des-

tination by correcting the displacements in ascending di-

mension order

3

. On 2{dimensional meshes, it is called X{Y

routing; on binary cubes, it is called e{Cube routing [43].

The best known randomized, oblivious routing algorithm

is Valiant{Brebner routing (Valiant) [48, 49]. Valiant

3

Any �xed order is valid, though ascending order is typically used.

is a two{phase algorithm which, in the �rst phase, uses

DimOrder to route the message from its source to a random

node, and in the second phase, uses DimOrder to route the

message from the random node to its destination. The al-

gorithm is obviously non{minimal, but despite its increased

demands for network bandwidth compared to minimal al-

gorithms it has been shown to decrease the likelihood of

edge{congestion by e�ectively converting the original rout-

ing problem into two random routing problems.

To ensure the correctness of ROMM algorithms, we will

employ virtual channels:

De�nition 4 (Virtual Channels) A virtual channel con-

sists of a unidirectional communications link between adja-

cent nodes together with an input and output bu�er. Virtual

channels may share physical communications links, but the

bu�ers are private. Virtual channels can be used to elimi-

nate deadlock [10] and to improve performance [8].

4 ROMM Routing

Although many routing algorithms have been proposed,

DimOrder is still used in many parallel systems, primarily

because it is easy to implement and usually exhibits good

performance. Unfortunately, DimOrder has poor worst

case behavior and degrades under heavy loads. In contrast,

Valiant routing prevents worst case behavior by employing

randomization to convert a routing problem into two ran-

dom, average case problems. This almost always results in

non{minimal paths and higher demand for network band-

width. But, the use of additional network edges through

non{minimal routing may well outweigh the increased de-

mand and hence reduce the total routing time, as for in-

stance Gray{to{binary code conversion on a binary cube

[18, 20]. Unfortunately, for many problems, Valiant rout-

ing results in longer routing times.

Randomized, Oblivious, Multi{phase, Minimal (ROMM)

routing o�ers a compromise. ROMM algorithms are mini-

mal, like DimOrder, and randomized, like Valiant. Fur-

thermore, ROMM algorithms are oblivious, which elimi-

nates the complexity often associated with adaptive ap-

proaches. Because ROMM algorithms use only minimal

paths, they cannot o�er as much randomization for many

problems as a fully randomized algorithm like Valiant.

However, the lower degree of randomness is compensated

by only using minimal paths.

The degree of randomness in ROMM algorithms is con-

trolled through the number of randomly selected nodes

along a minimal path a message is required to pass through

(the precise details will be described shortly). A p{Phase

ROMM algorithm has p � 1 randomly selected nodes

Z

1

; Z

2

; : : : ; Z

p�1

between source and destination

4

. The p�1

intermediate nodes are selected individually for each mes-

sage. During each phase, a subset of the displacements in

the routing set of a message are decreased in magnitude.

During the i

th

phase (0 � i < p), the message is routed

from node Z

i

to node Z

i+1

using DimOrder routing. R

i

=

(R

i

0

;R

i

1

; : : : ;R

i

n�1

) denotes the routing set for the i

th

phase

(i.e., routing from Z

i

to Z

i+1

) with R

j

=

P

p�1

i=0

R

i

j

, for

0 � j < n (R

j

is the displacement from source to destination

in the j

th

dimension. Figure 3 shows a possible 3{Phase

path through a 2{dimensional mesh.

4

We will use Z

0

and Z

p

as shorthand for the source and destination

nodes throughout this paper.



src

dst

Z0

Z1

Figure 3: A possible path from src to dst when using

3{Phase ROMM routing on a 2{dimensional mesh network.

In the next two sections, we prove some properties of

ROMM routing and discuss several randomization issues.

4.1 Deadlock, Livelock, and Starvation

Theorem 1 p virtual channels per physical link are neces-

sary and su�cient to ensure deadlock freedom for p{Phase

ROMM routing on a wormhole routed mesh network.

Proof (Informal) To demonstrate deadlock freedom for

an oblivious wormhole algorithm, we must show that the

bu�er dependency graph is acyclic [10]. It is straightforward

to show that DimOrder routing on an n{dimensional mesh

is deadlock free, using only one virtual channel. We have p

virtual channels for p phases, so we simply require messages

in phase i to use virtual channel i. Since this eliminates

resource dependencies across phases and DimOrder is used

in each phase, it follows that p{Phase is deadlock{free. If

fewer than p virtual channels are available, deadlocked con-

�gurations can be constructed easily.

Remark The proof of Theorem 1 implies that the message

header contains phase information, in addition to any other

routing information required for the algorithm.

Theorem 2 2p virtual channels per physical link are neces-

sary and su�cient to ensure deadlock freedom for p{Phase

ROMM routing on a wormhole routed torus network.

The proof of Theorem 2 is similar to the proof of The-

orem 2. However, DimOrder routing is not deadlock{free

on a torus network using one virtual channel, due to the

wrap{around links. To make DimOrder deadlock{free, one

must use two virtual channels per physical link, partition-

ing the physical channels into two groups to break the cyclic

dependency. Then, p{Phase ROMM can be made deadlock

free using the same approach as before, and it follows that

2p virtual channels are necessary and su�cient for deadlock

freedom.

Remark p (or 2p) virtual channels also su�ce to

make p{Phase store{and{forward and virtual cut{through

ROMM routing deadlock{free on a mesh (or torus) network.

This result can be proved with arguments similar to the ones

above [10].

Theorem 3 Deadlock{free p{Phase ROMM routing is

livelock{free on mesh and torus networks.

Proof Since the intermediate destinations for a message

fall along a minimal path from source to destination and

DimOrder routing is used in each phase, p{Phase ROMM

routing is minimal. Theorems 1 and 2 guarantee that a mes-

sage moves, and minimality guarantees that it moves closer

to its destination. Hence, there is no livelock.

To prevent starvation, we require a mechanism to ensure

timely access to shared resources for all messages. The re-

sources of concern are the physical links, and the outgoing

bu�ers (including the delivery bu�ers).

Theorem 4 p{Phase ROMM routing can be made

starvation{free on mesh and torus networks using a round{

robin resource allocation algorithm at each node.

Proof (Informal) Servicing the virtual channel bu�ers as-

sociated with a physical link in cyclic order ensures fairness

among multiple virtual channels sharing a physical link. In

mapping incoming and injection bu�ers to outgoing bu�ers,

we can guarantee fair service to every message by cycling

through the outgoing bu�ers and maintaining for each out-

going bu�er, a cyclic ordering on the incoming bu�ers with

the injection bu�ers included, starting after the last incom-

ing (or injection) bu�er that used the outgoing bu�er. This

scheme ensures service for all its eventually, whether they

are waiting to move from an incoming bu�er to an outgoing

(or delivery) bu�er or waiting for transmission on a physical

link.

4.2 Randomization Issues

The amount of randomization introduced by a ROMM al-

gorithm is directly related to p, the number of phases. If,

for a given message, p = Distance(src; dst) � 1, the in-

termediate destinations can be used to de�ne any minimal

path from src to dst. However, as p increases, additional

resources are required. One cost is the memory and logic

associated with p virtual channels. Another is the cost of

managing p � 1 intermediate destinations. These may be

carried in the message (which increases the header size) or

computed dynamically at the start of a phase (which in-

creases routing logic). Hence, there is a trade o� between

the degree of randomization and resource requirements. In

this section, we explore these issues and propose a method-

ology designed to minimize the resource requirements and

maximize performance.

In previous work [30, 31], we examined several ways to

randomly select the intermediate destinations for store{and{

forward ROMM routing on a binary cube. Analytical and

empirical results suggested that it is desirable to make the

magnitudes of the routing sets for each phase about the

same, maximizing the number of di�erent paths available

to a message. However, there are several issues involved in

translating this observation to a mesh or torus network.

One important issue is the bias with respect to edge{load

introduced by using DimOrder routing in each phase. On a

mesh or torus network with randomly selected intermediate

nodes and DimOrder routing used in each phase, most mes-

sages will depart the source node in dimension 0 (see Figure

3). In fact, all but

N

K

0

of the N possible destinations begin

routing in dimension 0, since these are the only nodes that

do not include dimension 0. Since K

0

= 2 for a binary cube,

this bias is less severe on the binary cube. The heavy use

of dimension 0 for the �rst routing step creates contention



when messages in the injection bu�ers attempt to enter the

network. A similar problem occurs in dimension n � 1 for

messages in the network trying to enter the delivery bu�ers.

The above problem is of major concern only if routing

delays are caused primarily by contention at injection or

delivery. Our simulations indeed suggest that this form of

contention is the primary problem in mesh and torus worm-

hole routing. It is our conjecture that with high source and

destination node contention, there is not a su�ciently large

number of messages in the network to cause network in-

duced contention (contention for network resources caused

by interference among messages with di�erent sources and

destinations). The random selection of intermediate nodes

described below, at injection attempts to distribute mes-

sages evenly among the dimensions that must be routed in

order to move from source to destination.

For wormhole routing, a full random selection of the

Z

i

's may cause worms to become \tangled" and reduce the

chances that worms may follow each other nicely in \march-

ing order". A negative impact on performance of many turns

have been observed by others [41] as well as in our own sim-

ulations. The randomization scheme described below for

ROMM routing yields a minimal number of turns when the

number of phases is at most equal to the number of dimen-

sions to be routed.

For p{Phase ROMM routing on an n{dimensional mesh

or torus, intermediate nodes are chosen with the intent to

balance the edge{load at the source and destination nodes,

and also with the intent to minimize the number of turns for

a given number of phases p. For p � d, where d is the maxi-

mum cardinality of any routing set, we accomplish this task

by restricting intermediate nodes to be randomly selected

from the set of \corner" nodes of the minimal submesh de-

�ned by the source and destination nodes. The intermediate

corner nodes are selected by evenly and randomly distribut-

ing the d elements of the routing set of a message among

the p phases. Thus, in fact, only corner nodes that evenly

(assuming p divides d) divide the number of submesh edges

between source and destination are allowed as candidate in-

termediate nodes. All corner nodes are eligible when p = d.

For example, when using 3{Phase ROMM routing on a 6{

dimensional mesh or torus, a possible selection of routing

sets for the three phases is

R

0

= ( 0; 0;R

2

; 0;R

4

; 0)

R

1

= ( 0;R

1

; 0; 0; 0;R

5

)

R

2

= (R

0

; 0; 0;R

3

; 0; 0):

If the number of phases exceeds the number of dimensions

being routed, then some of the R

i

's are split. In this case,

nodes other than corner nodes are also allowed as interme-

diate nodes, and the number of turns between source and

destination is no longer minimal. Note however, that the

additional intermediate nodes allowed when p > d are con-

tained within the minimal submesh de�ned by the source

and destination nodes.

For example, when using 4{Phase on a 3{dimensional

mesh or torus, the routing sets could be

R

0

= ( 0; 0;R

0

2

)

R

1

= ( 0;R

1

; 0)

R

2

= (R

0

; 0; 0)

R

3

= ( 0; 0;R

00

2

);

where R

0

2

+R

00

2

= R

2

.

Finally, we specify a few other parameters of our ran-

domization scheme. It is important to note that the ROMM

randomization scheme is applied to every message indepen-

dently. Hence, two messages with the same source and desti-

nation will not necessarily follow the same path. Moreover,

whether or not one or more R

i

's are split in our analysis

and simulation results is determined by d, the maximum

cardinality of the routing set for any message. Hence, even

though the number of phases may exceed the cardinality of

the routing set for a particular message, no splitting of the

elements of the routing set is made for that message (as long

as p � d). Messages for which the cardinality of their rout-

ing sets is less than p, simply experiences some null phases

in which the message does not move. Such null phases do

not a�ect the correctness of ROMM routing. Moreover, our

splitting scheme splits a dimension at most d

p

d

e times. Di-

mensions to be split are selected such that no R

j

i

= 0 is

generated as long as there exists one dimension to be split

within the constraint that no dimension is split more than

d

p

d

e times.

It is interesting to note that for a mesh or torus network

2{Phase and Valiant both have two phases, but 2{Phase

has a highly constrained set of intermediate nodes compared

Valiant since it only allows corner nodes at half distance

measured in dimensions on a minimal submesh as interme-

diate nodes, compared to any node for Valiant.

5 Performance Analysis

To assess the performance of ROMM algorithms on mesh

and torus networks, we have selected four representative

routing tasks. These are bit{complement permutations,

transpose permutations, single{random problems (same ran-

dom destination for every message originating from a given

node), and full{random problems (individual random desti-

nations for every message).

Bit{complement is an operation that may occur in dis-

tributed matrix multiplication [19], as well as when perform-

ing vector reversals. Bit{complement is also interesting be-

cause it is highly symmetric and places a substantial load on

the links in the network. Matrix transpositions occur often

in scienti�c and engineering programming. Although the

total link load for routing this permutation is lower than

that of bit{complement, the loads are not well balanced

when DimOrder routing is used. Figure 4 provides exam-

ples of bit{complement and transpose permutations on mesh

networks

5

. Single{random tasks attempt to model general

routing of large blocks of information by selecting, for each

node, a random destination and routing all messages from

that node to the selected destination. Full{random desti-

nations model what many other researchers have done by

selecting, for each message, a random destination.

For the purposes of our analyses and simulations, we as-

sume that every node injects L messages (except, of course,

for any node whose destination is itself). We refer to L as

the network load. Furthermore, we allow for the possibil-

ity that sources and destinations may exhibit locality and

that a routing task may require routing in only d of the n

dimensions. When d < n, minimal algorithms can have a

signi�cant advantage over non{minimal ones.

5

For transpose permutations in more than 2{dimensions, we as-

sume K

i

= K

i+n=2

, for 0 � i < n=2.
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Figure 4: Bit{complement (left) and transpose (right) rout-

ing patterns on 4 � 4 and mesh networks. The arrows in-

dicate the permutation. The numbers indicate the total

number of messages traversing the link in each direction

(+X=�X or +Y=�Y ), using DimOrder routing, with one

message injected per node.

To better understand the characteristics of these routing

tasks, we have analyzed the average and maximum path

lengths, the number of paths available, and the maximum

edge{loads for the di�erent algorithms

6

.

Table 1 shows the average and maximum possible path

lengths on meshes. Average path length multiplied by the

load and the message size measured in its is the total net-

work bandwidth required, in its. For minimal algorithms,

bit{complement has the highest demand, while the others

are equal. Compared to any minimal algorithm, Valiant

doubles the expected bandwidth required for all of these

tasks when d = n, except for bit{complement for which the

expected bandwidth required for Valiant is the same as

for the other algorithms. When d < n, then the bandwidth

requirements for Valiant are more than double that of the

other algorithms for all problems, except bit{complement

for whichValiant still has higher routing requirements than

the other algorithms. Note though that the bandwidth avail-

able for Valiant is also higher than for the other algorithms,

especially when d < n.

Under light load, the maximum possible path length can

determine the performance. Valiantmay increase the max-

imum path length substantially for all of the tasks, except

bit{complement when d = n.

In Table 2, we determine the number of di�erent paths

available to a message with routing set R. DimOrder

routing provides only one path, while p{Phase ROMM

and Valiant provide substantially more paths. Whether

p{Phase or Valiant provides the most paths depends upon

the mesh shape (i.e., the K

i

's), d, the number of dimensions

to be routed, n, the dimensions of the mesh, and p. Note

that the number of edge{disjoint paths is a more interest-

ing measure than the number of di�erent paths, but edge{

disjoint paths are considerably harder to determine. As an

example, the number of paths accessible for d = n in a 4096

node square mesh, cubic mesh, and binary cube are given in

Table 3.

Finally, Table 4 describes the expected maximum edge{

loads (in messages) for the di�erent problems and algo-

rithms, on mesh networks. This is a useful performance

metric, because it is a lower bound on routing time, al-

beit not a tight one. The maximum expected edge{load

6

These analytical results are expected values whenever the task or

algorithm is randomized.

Routing Average Path Length
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Routing Maximum Path Length

Task Minimal Valiant

Routing Routing
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Table 1: Average path length and maximum possible path

length on mesh networks using minimal or Valiant routing,

for bit{complement, transpose, single{random, and full{

random problems.

Algorithm Number of Paths

DimOrder 1
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d
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jR

i
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Table 2: Number of paths available to a message with rout-

ing setR using DimOrder, p{Phase (p � d), and Valiant.

We assume R

i

6= 0, for 0 � i < d.



Mesh Shape 2{Phase 4{Phase 6{Phase Valiant

n = 2, K

i

= 64 2 � 4;097 | 3,970

n = 3, K

i

= 16 3 � 96 � 83;766 4,051

n = 12, K

i

= 2 924 369,600 7,484,400 4,084

Table 3: The number of paths available to a message for the

various routing algorithms on several 4096 processor net-

works, for a longest path in each network.

for bit{complement is una�ected by the choice of algorithm.

Random problems are una�ected by the choice of oblivious

minimal algorithm as expected [39], but the maximum ex-

pected edge{load is doubled if Valiant is used. Finally,

we note that transpose permutations have a high maximum

edge{load of about

p

N when DimOrder is used, while

for routing in d dimensions d{Phase ROMM and Valiant

have a lower expected maximum edge{load. For example,

when routing transpose permutations on a 16 � 16 mesh,

DimOrder, 2{Phase, and Valiant have maximum edge{

loads of 15L, 7:5L, and 7:5L messages, respectively. For a

4 � 4 � 4 � 4 mesh, DimOrder, 4{Phase, and Valiant

have expected maximum edge{loads of 12L, 3L, and 1:5L

messages, respectively. Note that the formulas in the table

indicate that Valiant has the smallest expected maximum

edge{load when there are more than 2 dimensions and the

extents of the mesh are large. Also, for a �xed number

of nodes, d{Phase will have the lowest expected maximum

edge{load when d is large (and the mesh becomes hypercube

like).

6 Simulation Results

Using a simulator, we have collected data for 16 � 16 mesh

and torus networks, and for a 4�4�4 torus network for all of

the routing tasks. We have also collected data for transpose

and single{random routing on a 32� 32 mesh. For our sim-

ulations, we assume that each displacement R

j

i

consumes

a it. Hence, the message header for p{Phase requires p

its. The header size can be reduced at the expense of more

clever encodings, for instance by only including nonzero R

j

i

's

for a message in its header, or by (dynamically) eliminating

header �elds for displacements as they are achieved. Hence,

in our simulations, all of the ROMM algorithms are being

charged more bu�er space and time for the header than nec-

essary, biasing these results against ROMM routing.

The network resources for the algorithms we simulated

are summarized for the mesh in Table 5. The number of

virtual channels for the torus networks are twice the num-

ber for the mesh networks to prevent deadlock. For fairness,

we equalized the number of virtual channels for DimOrder,

2{Phase andValiant by using two lanes [8] forDimOrder,

while a single lane was used for 2{Phase and Valiant.

4{Phase and 3{Phase were given unfair number of bu�ers

in that they were given four (three) bu�ers for each phys-

ical link (compared to two for all the other algorithms) as

required for deadlock freedom. Moreover, in order to ac-

commodate the entire message header, the bu�er depth was

four for 4{Phase (three for 3{Phase) compared to two for

the other algorithms. Hence, in all, 4{Phase was given four

times the bu�er space of the other algorithms with which

it was compared. The torus network was given twice the

bu�er capacity of the corresponding mesh simulation, since

twice the number of virtual channels per physical link are

Net. Alg. VC's VC's In Buf/ Hdr.

Req. Used Buf Node Size

16� 16 DimOrder 1 2 2 24 1

mesh 2{Phase 2 2 2 24 2

4{Phase 4 4 4 80 4

Valiant 2 2 2 24 2

16� 16 DimOrder 2 4 2 48 1

torus 2{Phase 4 4 2 48 2

4{Phase 8 8 4 160 4

Valiant 4 4 2 48 2

4� 4� 4 DimOrder 4 4 3 96 1

torus 2{Phase 4 4 3 96 2

3{Phase 6 6 3 144 3

Valiant 4 4 3 96 2

Data Size is always 15 and Out Buf depth is always 1.

Table 5: Simulation con�guration parameters, including

number of virtual channels required and used, it depths

of incoming and outgoing bu�ers, total it storage required

per node, and it size of message header and payload.

required for deadlock freedom. Round{robin scheduling was

used for bu�er and switch scheduling, as described in Theo-

rem 4. Two injection and two delivery lanes were used. The

network links and the links across the router crossbar can

transfer one it per simulated cycle. All data points reect

averages over 32 runs.

The results of the 2{dimensional simulations are plotted

in Figures 5 and 6. The torus performs better than the mesh,

as expected, since torus networks o�er twice the bisection

width of mesh networks.

For bit{complement permutations, the analyses in Sec-

tion 5 suggest that all of the minimal algorithms require

the same bandwidth and have the same expected maximum

edge{load. Valiant requires 33% more bandwidth but has

the same expected maximum edge{load. The results gener-

ally agree with the analyses, except that Valiant is more

than 33% slower and 4{Phase is substantially worse than

2{Phase and DimOrder. The main problem is that both

Valiant and 4{Phase split displacements across phases

which results in driving more messages towards the center

of the mesh or torus, the most congested area for this task

(see Figure 4). Furthermore, the routes used by these algo-

rithms involve many turns which may cause more contention

amongst worms (i.e., \tangling"). Finally, the larger head-

ers account for a small increase in routing time with respect

to DimOrder.

For transpose permutations, which have an unbal-

anced edge{load under DimOrder routing, we observe that

2{Phase is the best algorithm, with performance approx-

imately double that of DimOrder. For injection(ejection)

limited routing, 2{Phase is expected to complete in about

half the time of DimOrder. For higher dimensional meshes

the advantage of d{Phase is expected to be more signi�cant.

4{Phase does slightly better than DimOrder (and worse

than 2{Phase) on the mesh, but slightly worse on the torus.

The balancing of edge{loads at injection is the same for

2{Phase and 4{Phase. Moreover, 4{Phase tends to drive

messages into the minimal submesh de�ned by the source

and destination nodes by allowing extra turns compared to

2{Phase that only use the \bounding" edges of the minimal

submesh. Since edge{loads accumulate towards two of the

corners in 2{Phase to become

1

2

(

p

N � 1) for an N node



Algorithm Routing Task

Bit{Complement Transpose Single/Full{Random
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Table 4: Expected maximum edge loads, in messages, for di�erent routing tasks and algorithms on mesh networks. Note that

the p{Phase result for transpose assumes p = d and K

i

= K, for 0 � i < d=2� 1.
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Figure 5: Graphs of simulated cycles vs. load for 16 � 16 mesh networks.
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Figure 6: Graphs of simulated cycles vs. load for 16 � 16 torus networks.

square mesh (see Figure 4), moving messages into the mini-

mal submesh is expected to be advantageous with respect to

routing time. However, the increased header size (increas-

ing the message size by about 12% in our simulations) and

the increased \tangling" of worms clearly more than o�set

the expected gains in our simulations, despite the additional

bu�ering resources (four times that of 2{Phase). For large

meshes, the relative merits of 4{Phase may increase, since

the header size will not increase (measured in displacements)

and the \corner e�ect" grows as

p

N. Valiant does not

measurably improve the edge{load at injection compared to

DimOrder. Though Valiant routing drives messages into

the mesh and away from the most congested corners, this

expected bene�t is clearly more than o�set by \tangling"

or other congestion e�ects for the simulated mesh size. As

for 4{Phase, the relative merits of Valiant are expected to

grow with the mesh size. It is worth noting that Valiant

and p{Phase routing will have substantially lower edge{

loads than DimOrder when routing transpose permutations

on higher dimensional networks, and under heavy load may

outperform ROMM algorithms on such networks [30, 31].

For single{random tasks, 2{Phase and 4{Phase are ex-

pected to perform better than DimOrder and Valiant as-

suming edge{load at injection(ejection) is the performance

limiting factor. Our simulation results suggest that indeed

holds for both mesh and torus networks. 4{Phase, as for

the transpose case, seem handicapped by the \tangling" of

worms and increased header size despite its higher bu�ering

capacity. Valiant is not competitive, since there is no real

bene�t of randomizing a random problem, and the required

bandwidth is doubled.

For full{random tasks, we expect similar performance

from all of the minimal algorithms. On the mesh,

DimOrder is the best, with 2{Phase close behind, presum-

ably due to its larger header. 4{Phase lags farther behind,

for the reasons discussed earlier. Valiant doubles the re-

quired bandwidth, and hence, takes much longer. On the

torus, the minimal algorithms are nearly indistinguishable.

In this case, both 2{Phase and 4{Phase are competitive,

presumably due to the shorter distances in a torus and the

message dispersal e�ects discussed earlier.

The results of the 3{dimensional torus simulations

are plotted in Figure 7. For bit{complement problems,

DimOrder is best, with 2{Phase and 3{Phase lagging be-

hind by about a factor of two, and Valiant worse by a

factor of close to four. The larger message header of the

ROMM algorithms penalizes their performance somewhat

compared to DimOrder. But, it is our conjecture that

most of the performance di�erential is due to the fact that

the randomization of dimensions disrupts the balanced load

of DimOrder for this problem and, given the very short

extents of the mesh in all dimensions, the load imbalance

caused by randomization is relatively more signi�cant than

in the 16 � 16 square mesh. In fact, for the 4� 4� 4 mesh

at most two messages contend for an edge in DimOrder

routing and the relative impact of load{imbalance is very

signi�cant. For the 16 � 16 mesh up to eight messages may

contend for an edge in DimOrder routing and the relative

impact of load{imbalance caused by the randomization in

ROMM routing is expected to be small. Transpose does not

map easily to 3{dimensional networks, so it was not tested.

For single{random tasks on the 3{dimensional torus, we ex-



Net. Algorithm Task

bitc. trans. s{rand. f{rand.

16� 16 DimOrder 248 240 223 119

mesh 2{Phase 245 130 184 136

4{Phase 463 217 212 176

Valiant 625 340 400 344

16� 16 DimOrder 103 128 192 102

torus 2{Phase 107 74 146 101

4{Phase 198 160 146 101

Valiant 343 258 293 258

4� 4� 4 DimOrder 16 | 63 22

torus 2{Phase 30 | 48 29

3{Phase 32 | 46 28

Valiant 63 | 73 62

Table 6: Performance of the various algorithms, for the tasks

and networks tested. Measurements are in cycles per mes-

sage.

pect ROMM routing to outperform DimOrder routing for

injection(ejection) limited routing. We also expect Valiant

to be more competitive than on the two{dimensional mesh.

This is precisely what we observe in the simulation results.

For full{random tasks, ROMM algorithms are expected to

provide only a small advantage over DimOrder due to the

very short extents of the axis in the three{dimensional mesh.

In fact, the better balancing of edge{loads at injection by

2{Phase and 3{Phase do not make up for the larger head-

ers. However, on a larger three{dimensional mesh the merits

of ROMM routing are expected to be noticeable.

Table 6 summarizes the performance of the algorithms,

for the tasks and networks tested. For the 2{dimensional

networks, 2{Phase performs 2 to 3 times better than

Valiant, in nearly every case. Furthermore, it is always

competitive with DimOrder, and in some cases, nearly

twice as fast. For the 3{dimensional torus, 2{Phase and

3{Phase are 1.5 to 2 times faster than Valiant and com-

petitive with, or better than, DimOrder, except for the

bit{complement case. However, the three{dimensional net-

work is very small and the relative merits of ROMM routing

not well exposed.

Table 7 provides a comparison of expected maximum

edge{loads with actual routing times for transpose tasks.

The routing times for 2{Phase and DimOrder are close

to the time predicted by the maximum edge{load, which

suggest that ROMM routing's advantage should scale with

network size. The performance of Valiant is not predicted

well by the bounds in the table. However, Valiant still has

the potential to be the best algorithm for some problems

on large, high dimensional networks. In Figure 8, we plot

routing time against network size, for transpose and single{

random tasks. In the �gure, the plots on the right are scaled

by the network bisection width. As predicted, the behav-

ior observed on 256 node meshes scales, at least up to 1024

nodes.

7 Conclusions

We have presented ROMM routing, a class of Randomized,

Oblivious, Multi{phase, Minimal routing algorithms. Our

analysis and simulation results show that ROMM routing

for comparable network resources has the potential to of-

fer better performance than DimOrder routing by decreas-

Algorithm Expected Maximum Cycles

Edge Load (its) Required

DimOrder 12,000 12,017

2{Phase 6,375 6,652

Valiant 6,375 17,264

Table 7: A comparison of the expected maximum edge load

and the actual routing time for transpose permutations on

a 16 � 16 mesh network, for routing 50 messages.

ing the contention for network resources. The minimality

of ROMM routing is an advantage compared to Valiant

routing for many problems and networks. ROMM rout-

ing outperformed Valiant routing in all our simulations.

Moreover, ROMM routing tends to balance the edge{loads

at sources and destinations, as seen with the transpose and

single{random tasks. The advantages of ROMM routing

should scale to large network sizes, since the maximum edge{

load tends to increase with network size, but less rapidly for

ROMM routing than DimOrder routing.

Freedom from deadlock for p{Phase ROMM routing is

achievable using p virtual channels per physical channel on

mesh networks and 2p virtual channels per physical channel

on torus networks. These results suggest that the simplic-

ity and e�ciency of ROMM routing makes it a viable al-

ternative to deterministic and adaptive methods. Further-

more, compared to Valiant routing, ROMM routing is of

particular interest in non{homogeneous networks since the

minimality, combined with mappings of the index space to

memory locations preserving locality of reference with re-

spect to low capacity links or bisections, may reduce the

message tra�c across those links or bisections.

The strong performance of ROMM for single{random

tasks is of interest, because these problems are representa-

tive general routing of large blocks of information. Finally,

we note that randomizing the order in which the dimensions

are traversed appears more useful than simply selecting ran-

dom destinations along a minimal path.

In this paper, we have explored only a small set of the

design parameters in ROMM routing. There are many po-

tentially worthwhile choices of intermediate nodes. Further-

more, routing algorithms other than DimOrder, possibly

random ones, could be used in each phase. Such algorithms

could improve performance by eliminating the dimension

bias introduced by DimOrder. Bu�er scheduling policies

other than round{robin are also of interest. We have only

made a preliminary study of the impact of bu�er depth,

which indicates that there is a monotonic performance im-

provement with increased bu�er size. Other important as-

pects of wormhole routing in the context of ROMM routing

as well as for other routing schemes is the e�ect of mes-

sage size and the behavior in routing with mixed sizes. Yet

another issue the requires further study is the conjectured

\tangling" of worms.
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Figure 7: Graphs of simulated cycles vs. load for 4� 4� 4 torus networks.
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